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the freedom of the Press ! Those fellows were not finding
it so easy as they thought. They had tampered and the
result was a Press much more definitely against them than
the Press they had suppressed. Burned their fingers
there ! And quite unnecessary—old-fashioned notion now
—influence of the Press. The war had killed it. Without
confidence in truth there was no influence. Politicians
or the Press—if you couldn't believe them, they didn't
count! Perhaps they would re-discover that some day.
In the meantime the papers were like cocktails—titivators
mostly of the appetite and the nerves. How sleepy he
was ! He hoped Fleur wouldn't be very late coming
in. Mad thing, this strike, making everybody do things
they weren't accustomed to, just as Industry, too, was
beginning—or at least pretending—to recover. But that
was it ! With every year, in these times, it was more
difficult to do what you said you would. Always something
or other turning up ! The world seemed to live from hand
to mouth, and at such a pace, too ! Sitting back in the
Spanish chair, Soames covered his eyes from the light, and
the surge of sleep mounted to his brain ; strike or no strike,
the soft, inexorable tide washed over him.
A tickling, and over his hand, thin and rather brown,
the fringe of a shawl came dangling. Why! With an
effort he climbed out of an abyss of dreams. Fleur was
standing beside him. Pretty, bright, her eyes shining,
speaking quickly, excitedly, it seemed to him.
" Here you are, then, Dad ! " Her lips felt hot and soft
on his forehead, and her eyes	 What was the matter
with her ? She looked so young—she looked so—how
express it ?
" So you're in ! '* he said. " Kit's getting talkative.
Had anything to eat ? "
« Heaps ! "
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